The mysterious pseudogap phase of cuprate superconductors ends at a critical hole doping level p* but the nature of the ground state below p* is still debated. Here, we show that the genuine nature of the magnetic ground state in La 2-
Extensive studies of the cuprates (1) have shown that, after three-dimensional Néel order disappears upon hole doping (p), there are still remains of spin order at low temperature (T), in the form of a glass-like freezing of incommensurate antiferromagnetic correlations (2-6). In La 2-
x Sr x CuO 4 , this "antiferromagnetic glass" is favored by charge-stripe ordering around p = x = 0.12 and is clearly observed up to a doping p sg ≈ 0.135 ( Fig. 1a) (2,3) .
Persistence of slow spin fluctuations and impurity-induced freezing up to p* ≈ 0. 19 (3) has led to hypothesize that ground state of the pseudogap regime is an antiferromagnetic glass (3) and that antiferromagnetic correlations exist only below p*, that is, within the pseudogap phase (7) . The results are, however, controversial (4) and interpretation may be ambiguous as impurity doping intrinsically favors randomness and freezing while at the same time weakening superconductivity. Furthermore, a scenario connecting glassy freezing with the pseudogap faces difficulties, among which are the persistence of antiferromagnetic correlations above p* (8) and the disappearance of spin freezing well below p* in most cuprates (p sg = 0.08 in YBa 2 Cu 3 O y , refs 5,6). Temperature -doping phase diagram representing T min , the temperature of the minimum in the sound velocity, at different fields. Since superconductivity precludes the observation of T min in zero-field, the dashed line (brown area) represents the extrapolated T min (B=0). While not exactly equal to the freezing temperature T f (see Fig. 2 ), T min is closely tied to T f and so is expected to have the same doping dependence, including a peak around p = 0.12 in zero/low fields (ref.
2). Onset temperatures of charge order are from ref. 33 (squares) and 35 (hexagons).
Here, we follow a different approach, without impurity doping, that sheds new light on these fundamental issues: quenching superconductivity with high magnetic fields reveals that the antiferromagnetic glass of La 2-x Sr x CuO 4 extends from the weakly doped insulator up to the pseudogap boundary p*, when not hindered by superconductivity. Specifically, previous neutron scattering studies showed that a field B enhances static magnetism for p ≈ 0.10 -0.12 and even induces it for p ≈ 0.145 (9-11) but not at higher doping where only the finite-energy spectrum is affected (12,13). Here, using much higher fields, we discover that static or quasi-static magnetism actually persists well above p ≈ 0.145 but not across the whole phase diagram: in fact, only up to the critical doping p* ≈ 0.19 of the pseudogap phase.
In order to provide a benchmark for measurements near p*, we first report 139 La nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and ultrasound results for the doping p = 0.148 at which magnetism should be fielddependent (13-15) (see Methods for experimental and sample details). Glassy freezing is typically seen in NMR as a broad peak in the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T 1 vs. T when the inverse correlation time of spin fluctuations  c -1 matches the NMR frequency  NMR (6, [14] [15] [16] [17] . Such a peak, defining a freezing temperature T f at the NMR timescale, is seen very clearly in our high-field data and it disappears at low fields (Fig. 2) . The spatial heterogeneity that 139 La 1/T 1 vs. temperature at different fields (applied parallel to the c axis). The broad peak in 1/T 1 is characteristic of continuous slowing down of spin fluctuations, with a correlation time diverging towards T  0 (typically  c =  exp(E 0 /k B T) with an activation energy E 0 ). The peak amplitude decreases and its width increases upon decreasing B such that the peak is no longer discerned at low fields. b, 139 La 1/T 1 vs. temperature at B = 19 T applied parallel or perpendicular to the c axis. For B  c, 1/T 1 drops strongly below T c , as expected for a superconductor, without any sign of enhanced spin fluctuations. c, Sound velocity v/v in the (c 11 -c 12 )/2 mode vs. temperature at different fields (applied parallel to the c axis), after subtraction of a lattice background (see Methods). In spin-glasses, the softening (decrease of v/v upon cooling) mirrors the increase of the magnetic susceptibility above the freezing temperature T f (18) . There is a minimum in v/v at T min before the lattice hardens upon further cooling through T f . Such a dip in v/v has been reported earlier in La 1.86 Sr 0.14 CuO 4 at lower fields (19) and was interpreted as the result of a competition between a structural instability (producing a softening above T c ) and superconductivity (producing a hardening below T c ). Our measurements up to 64 T show that the minimum in v/v cannot be due to superconductivity as it gets deeper and is shifted to higher temperature as the field increases. Dashed lines are guides to the eye.
typifies spin-glasses and La 2-x Sr x CuO 4 with x < 0.135 (14) (15) (16) (17) is also present here, as shown by the large distribution of T 1 values (see Materials and Methods and Fig. S8 ).T he high-field data for the sound velocity v/v of the transverse mode (c 11 -c 12 )/2 ( Fig. 2) is equally unambiguous for p = 0.148: a softening (decrease) in the sound velocity v/v, followed by a hardening (increase), is observed upon cooling, exactly as in canonical spin-glasses (18) . This reflects the temperature dependence of the dynamical magnetic susceptibility which also depends on  c . The resulting minimum in v/v occurs at a temperature T min slightly higher than T f defined from NMR. Notice that what we detect here is not a true phase transition but an apparent freezing at the experimental timescale (in the MHz range for both NMR and ultrasound): the moments continue to slow down (typically exponentially) on cooling below T f and become truly static only at much lower temperature.
We now investigate whether glassy freezing can be detected at higher doping. It turns out that, for doping levels from p = 0.155 to 0.188, data from both techniques are qualitatively similar to that for p = 0.148 ( Fig. 3 ). Upon cooling at low temperatures in high fields ( Fig. 3) , a softening is observed in ultrasound, though at temperatures lower than for p = 0.148. Also, even though a peak in 1/T 1 vs. T is not observed for p = 0.171 at our highest field, 1/T 1 values are much larger than expected from an extrapolation of the normal state values, showing that the effect of the field is not just to close the superconducting gap (in Fig. 3 , we plot 1/T 1 T instead of 1/T 1 in order to better highlight the difference with the normal state where 1/T 1 T is constant just above T c ). 139 La 1/T 1 T vs. temperature at different fields and hole doping levels. For p = 0.21, 1/T 1 saturates in high fields at values extrapolated from T > T c , meaning that all of the field effect in 1/T 1 arises from the closure of the superconducting gap. Notice that 1/T 1 values for this compound are extrinsically high due to lattice fluctuations at low temperature ( Fig. S4 ). e-h, sound velocity v/v vs. temperature at different fields and hole doping levels. For p = 0.168 and 0.188, v/v at B = 20 T increases upon cooling and saturates at low temperature. This behaviour is explained by the coupling of superconductivity with the lattice (see Methods). With increasing B, this superconducting contribution to the sound velocity is reduced and a lattice softening develops. For p = 0.215, v/v shows almost no temperature dependence up to 80 T and down to 1.5 K. Notice that, while we detect slow spin fluctuations up to p = 0.188, freezing at the NMR or ultrasound timescales (both in the MHz range) is not reached in two of our datasets: for p = 0.171, 1/T 1 T is anomalously enhanced in high fields (panel 3c and Fig. 4a ) but there is no peak of 1/T 1 vs. T even at 45 T. For p = 0.188, we observe a lattice softening but not the hardening that signals the frozen state, at least down to 1.5 K in a field of 80 T. Dashed lines are guides to the eye.
Fig. 3. Doping dependence of spin freezing in high fields. a-d,
At base temperature (~1.5 K), both 1/T 1 and (v/v) -1 grow with field ( Fig. 4a,b ) but the field scale required to observe this increase grows with doping (see also Fig. S9 ). This is visualised in the doping dependence of the field scale B slow that characterises the onset of slow spin fluctuations ( Fig. 4c ). Typically, B slow is the field above which an elastic response should appear in neutron scattering. At p  0.17, B slow  30 T is already as high as ~2/3 of the upper critical field B c2 .
The above results are remarkably consistent with theories (20) in which spin order competes fiercely with superconductivity: the competing order is enhanced in and around vortex cores and progressively takes over superconductivity as the field, and thus the vortex density, increases. The striking absence of spin-freezing when B is aligned within the CuO 2 planes ( Fig. 2b and Fig. S9 ) ascertains that magnetism is induced by the weakening of superconductivity, not by the field itself. Also, the existence of a dopingdependent field scale B slow (most clearly seen in ultrasound data - Fig. 4b ) Fig. 4 . Field dependence of quasi-static magnetism. a, Field dependence of 139 La 1/T 1 at T = 1.7 K for p = 0.171 (see Fig. S8 for additional doping levels). The arrow points the onset field of slow spin fluctuations B slow (defined so as to match the neutron onset field for p = 0.148 (11) , as explained in the Methods section). b, Field dependence of (v/v -χ 0 ) -1 for p = 0.188 and T = 1.5 K (≥ T min ), where χ 0 is a doping-dependent constant (see Fig. S8 for additional doping levels). v/v is almost field independent at low fields but above a doping-dependent onset field B slow (pointed by an arrow), it shows a clear 1/B dependence. Note that, within error bars, B slow has no temperature dependence between 0.6 and 4.2 K, for p = 0.168 ( Fig. S3 ). c, Doping dependence of B slow and B c2 (see Fig. S10 ). Dashed lines are guides to the eye.
is suggestive of a quantum critical point shifted towards lower doping levels by superconductivity (20) .
There is, however, a fundamental aspect of the data that has not been anticipated by available theories: for p  0.21 > p*, the results (Figs. 3 and Fig. S9 ) are qualitatively different, with a modest field dependence that is entirely understood from just the closure of the superconducting gap. This is our main finding, summarized in a phase diagram ( Fig. 1) : the fielddependent spin freezing ends at p*, which means that, once superconductivity is quenched in high fields, the pseudogap boundary at zero temperature corresponds to a quantum phase transition from glassy antiferromagnetic order to a correlated metal with only short-lived antiferromagnetism.
We now explore different implications of this discovery.
In recent years, remarkable electronic changes associated with the pseudogap boundary have been revealed in high fields (23-26). These have suggested that p* is a quantum critical point and, by extension, that the pseudogap is characterized by (symmetry-breaking or topological) order (1,21,22 and references therein). However, the here-revealed quantum phase transition is likely to underlie the observed changes at p*, thus showing that quantum critical behaviour may arise from a low-temperature order, which does not require the pseudogap state itself to be an ordered state. Specifically, our results unambiguously show that the effect of the field can no longer be ignored when interpreting high-field measurements in the vicinity of p* (23-27): in fields comparable to B c2 , the antiferromagnetic moments should fluctuate slowly enough to strongly enhance scattering of low-energy electronic states, thus impacting transport properties, and they might be correlated over longenough distances to even reconstruct the Fermi-surface (e.g. the correlation length is  AF > 100 lattice spacings in La 1.88 Sr 0.12 CuO 4 , ref. 9). We also conjecture that the negative thermal Hall coefficient (28) is related to properties of these slow antiferromagnetic moments observed in a similar range of temperatures and doping levels. Furthermore, the recently-reported quantum critical behaviour in La 1.6-xy Nd 0.4 Sr x CuO 4 (26) likely coincides with a similar transition at T = 0 since this compound shows analogous fielddependent spin and charge stripe correlations as La 2-x Sr x CuO 4 (29).
In addition to potentially explaining an important part of the pseudogap phenomenology, the results fundamentally reveal that, if not masked by superconductivity, the same local-moment antiferromagnetism as found on the verge of the Néel phase survives throughout the pseudogap state. This observation clearly favours theories in which the pseudogap state and its various associated electronic orders originate from strong correlation physics fundamentally rooted in the doped Mott insulator.
An
antiferromagnetic quantum critical point hidden by superconductivity has previously been observed in a heavyfermion metal (30) and in an electrondoped cuprate (31). The situation would be similar here if spin order appeared sharply at the pseudogap onset temperature T*. However, this is not the case: spin fluctuations progressively slow down on cooling and freeze at temperatures that are one to two orders of magnitude lower than T*. Furthermore, the antiferromagnetic glass of La 2-x Sr x CuO 4 is, to a large part, viewed as a consequence of charge-stripe (or of pairdensity-wave) order for p  0.12 ( Fig. 1 and ref. 21) . Then, a natural suspicion is that the former disappears because the latter vanishes at p*. Within this perspective (32) and neglecting possible complications such as phase separation, the quantum phase transition at p* would be a transition from a stripe-ordered metal to a correlated but uniform metal. This is not inconsistent with recent data (33) but since the antiferromagnetic glass may in principle exist without charge order (it does apparently so at low doping), experiments testing the disappearance of charge order near p* in La 2-x Sr x CuO 4 are urged for.
Regardless of the exact role of spin and charge orders in the transition at p*, the continuous presence of quasi-static moments from the insulator at p  0.03 up p*  0.19 suggests that these moments are inherited from the Mott insulator (34) and, as such, are localized. We note that the carrier density p found below p* (24,25) is consistent with moments localized at Cu sites. If those local moments were still present above p*, they would ultimately slow down at low temperature and be detected, unless they enter a spin-singlet ground-state above p* which seems unlikely. Instead, the moments becoming mostly itinerant above p*, as inferred from the increase in carrier density from p to 1+p (24,25), could be detrimental to glassy freezing. The pseudogap phase would then be distinct from the correlated metal found for p > p* by a unique ability to sustain such moments. In that sense, the transition at p* could be primarily associated with the loss of Mott physics, of which the simultaneous disappearance of spin and/or charge order would be consequences. 
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Samples
High quality La 2-x Sr x CuO 4 (LSCO) single crystals were grown by the traveling solvent floating zone method. NMR samples with x = p = 0.171 and x = p = 0.210 were cut from the same rods as the US samples with p = 0.168 and p = 0.215, respectively (see below for the estimation of p values).
Determination of doping level
The hole doping p, which is considered to be equal to the Sr concentration x in the absence of oxygen off-stoichiometry, has been determined by measuring T st , the temperature of the structural transition from the high-T tetragonal (HTT) phase to the low-T orthorhombic (LTO) phase (36, 37) , either by NMR or sound velocity (Fig. S2) . T st provides a more accurate measurement of doping than T c because it varies more strongly with hole doping and is less sensitive to defects. In NMR samples, T st was measured using the spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T 1 of 139 La, which shows a peak at the transition ( Fig. S5 and refs. 15,16 ). In US samples it was detected by measuring the (c 11c 12 )/2 mode which shows an anomaly at the transition (Fig. S1 ).
Since the HTT to LTO transition line goes to 0 at p ≈ 0.21, the doping of samples with Sr content above this value is assessed using the superconducting critical temperature T c . T c of NMR samples was measured by tracking the resonance frequency of the NMR tank circuit, which showed a strong and very sharp change at T c for all samples. In US samples, an anomaly at T c is detected in the temperature dependence of the sound velocity Δv/v (see Fig. S3 ). Table S1 summarizes the properties of the single crystals used in this study. Typical (relative) uncertainty on doping is ±0.002 hole/Cu, except for p ≥ 0.21 where it is ±0.005 hole/Cu.
Ultrasound measurements
Transverse ultrasonic waves at typical frequencies ranging from 100 MHz to 200 MHz were generated using commercial LiNbO 3 41° X-cut transducers glued on oriented, polished, and cleaned surfaces. We used a special set up that allows to orient the crystal in a Laue diffractometer and to transfer the crystal on a wire saw while conserving the orientation within a typical precision of one degree.
A standard pulse-echo technique with phase comparison was used to measure sound velocity variation Δv/v (38) . The experiments were performed at the LNCMI Toulouse in pulsed fields up to 86 T. A high-speed acquisition system was used to record the evolution of the phase of the acoustic echoes during the magnetic field pulse. When possible, good reproducibility was checked at different frequencies and on different echoes. Data on the upsweep and downsweep of the magnetic field pulses showed good overlap, indicating constant temperature of the sample during the pulse. The field dependence of the sound velocity at different temperatures is shown for all samples in Fig. S4 .
Contributions to the sound velocity
The measurements in pulsed fields give access to the field-induced sound velocity, Δv/v(B), at different temperatures (Fig. S4) . By performing constant-field cuts in these field sweeps, we obtain the temperature dependence of the field-dependent sound velocity. In order to obtain the complete temperature dependence of the sound velocity Δv/v at different fields (Fig 2 and 3) , we need to add the zero-field electronic sound velocity, Δv/v(B=0) e :
Δv/v(B=0)e includes the influence of superconductivity and magnetism on the lattice. Δv/v(B=0)e is extracted from the raw data of the zero field temperature dependent sound velocity, Δv/v(B=0) which also contains a background component, Δv/v(B=0) background . This background originates from the natural hardening of the lattice upon cooling of the sample. This background is fitted, within a temperature range where neither magnetism nor superconductivity make significant contribution to Δv/v(B=0), with an empirical formula:
Eq. E2 has been shown to describe accurately the lattice contribution to the elastic constant in a wide variety of systems (39) , including cuprates (40) . Fig. S3 shows the zero field sound velocity data Δv/v(B=0), the background fit Δv/v(B=0) background , and the extracted zero field electronic contribution Δv/v(B=0) e .
NMR measurements
Experiments were performed using standard spin-echo techniques and home-built heterodyne spectrometers in DC fields provided by superconducting and resistive magnets at LNCMI Grenoble and the hybrid magnet at NHMFL, Tallahassee.
The spin lattice relaxation time T 1 was determined by fitting the saturationrecovery curve of the 139 La magnetization to a stretched multi-exponential given by eq. E3, which is valid for purely magnetic relaxation of the central line of a nuclear spin 7/2. The stretching exponent β phenomenologically accounts for the distribution of T 1 values (ref. 14 and references therein) that develops at low temperatures and makes β deviate from 1 (Fig. S8) . Then, T 1 corresponds to the median relaxation rate. exp exp exp exp
Eq. E3 The same expression was used for all temperatures even though quadrupole relaxation (produced by electric-field gradient fluctuations) is present around the structural transition temperature, which causes the exponent β to deviate from 1.
NMR determination of the field scale B slow
The only sharp feature in the NMR data is the temperature T f of the peak in 1/T 1 vs. T (Fig. 2a ). However, it is impossible to define a field above which this peak is present and also impossible to determine whether such a field actually exists. This is because the peak intensity decreases and its width increases upon decreasing the field, therefore making the peak gradually less defined at low fields ( Fig. 2a ). We also cannot use an arbitrary criterion for the freezing because this would require extrapolation of the data of the p = 0.171 sample, for which the regime where there is a peak in 1/T 1 vs. T is not reached in the explored range of fields (up to 45 T) and temperatures (down to 1.7 K). Given the impossibility to define the field above which spins are frozen at NMR timescale, we thus resort to the determination of an onset field of slow fluctuations. Given the lack of sharp feature in the field dependence of 1/T 1 (the upturn at low fields is due to the 1/B dependence of 1/T 1 which arises from 1/T 1  1/ NMR and  NMR  B), we define B slow as the field at which the value of 1/T 1 of a given sample is equal to the value of 1/T 1 in the p = 0.148 sample at B = 7 T, which is threshold field at which neutron scattering experiments detect a quasi-elastic response (11) . So, by construction, B slow = 7 T for p = 0.148. Since the criterion is chosen so that NMR and neutron onset fields match at p = 0.148, there is no NMR point for this sample in Fig. 4c . It turns out that the so-defined B slow in NMR matches the B slow defined from ultrasound (Fig. 4c ).
For this determination, we do not use directly the "bare" experimental T 1 values because these are biased by two effects: 1) part of the field dependence is due to the reduction of the superconducting gap. 2) As noted above, there is an intrinsic 1/B dependence of 1/T 1 that needs to be corrected. Thus, we determine B slow from B/T 1 data from which an approximate field-dependent superconducting component has been subtracted (Figs. S6 and S7 ). We emphasize that these corrections are small and that they do not affect the conclusions of this paper. a -d -Raw temperature dependence of the sound velocity in zero magnetic field, Δv/v(B=0), at different doping levels. Dashed lines are fits to the data using Eq. E2. This fit is used as a lattice background, Δv/v(B=0) background , and it is subtracted to the data in order to extract the zero field electronic contribution to the sound velocity Δv/v(B=0) e (see Methods for details). e -h -Electronic contribution to the sound velocity Δv/v(B=0) e . At all doping levels, a clear anomaly is observed at the superconducting T c , as pointed with arrows. In the cuprates, the superconducting order parameter causes a hardening of the lattice as observed earlier (40) . For p = 0.148 a softening is also visible above T c . It is related to the slowing down of spin fluctuations, already present in zero magnetic field at this doping level. Because of this softening, Eq. E2 is fitted to the data of sample with p = 0.148 only for T > 50 K or so, as shown in the inset of panel e, while for other doping levels, it can be fitted for T > T c . Dashed lines are linear extrapolation of the Δv/v(B=0) e used in Fig. 2 and 3 . An upturn is observed upon cooling for p = 0.174 and p = 0.188, as previously reported in this doping range (40) . For US sample with p = 0.168, a high quality zero field temperature dependence could not be obtained. We used data from a sample with similar doping p = 0.174 in order to estimate Δv/v(B=0) e for p = 0.168. a-c, Temperature dependence of 139 La 1/T 1 T in a field of 15 T for different doping levels. The peak in 1/T 1 T around 180 K (x = 0.155) and 140 K (x = 0.171) is due to the tetragonal-to-orthorhombic structural transition (electric-field gradient fluctuations contributing to the nuclear relaxation through quadrupolar interaction), the drop below 40 K (all samples) is due to superconductivity and the low T upturn is due to glassy slowing down. This latter is not observed for x = 0.21. Also, for this x = 0.21 sample, the T dependence in the normal state as well as the large residual 1/T 1 T value in the T = 0 limit are both due to the structural transition at T  6 K (that is, the relaxation peak produced by electricfield gradient fluctuations becomes very broad). Lines are guides to the eye.
Fig. S6. Model of field dependence of NMR T 1 due to superconductivity.
The exact B and T dependence of the superconducting gap Δ is uncertain but, given the smallness of this correction, any function that mimics a gap which is gradually filled with increasing field and temperature is sufficient. For simplicity, we used an exponential decay of T 1 in the superconducting state, even though a power-law decrease is expected for a d-wave gap. We used the following simple function: 1 . , exp exp , where c 0 is the minimal relaxation rate and c 1 is the constant relaxation above T c (justified by the fact that experimental 1/T 1 T is T independent just above T c ). Both Δ and T c may depend on B in a complicated way but we take the simplest possible expressions: In contrast to NMR, ultrasound is measured at constant frequency as a function of field. For each sample with a doping level p < p*, the field dependence is plotted at a temperature where v/v decreases upon cooling, i.e. for T ≥T min (see Fig. 1 ). For p = 0.215, v/v is plotted at the lowest T achieved during the experiment. For p < p* and field B  c, v/v is almost field independent at low fields and above a doping-dependent onset field B slow , it shows a strong 1/B dependence, highlighted in panels i-l. For B  (110) (panel g), v/v shows no softening, and only increases up to 84 T. This highlights that the field effect arises from competition with superconductivity. i-l, Inverse field dependent sound velocity (v/v -χ 0 ) -1 , where χ 0 is a dopingdependent constant. For p < p*, (v/v -χ 0 ) -1 is linear as a function of B for B > B slow (pointed by arrows), with B slow increasing with doping, as shown in Fig. 4 . At doping level p = 0.168 and for T = 4.2 K, (v/v -χ 0 ) -1 deviates from linearity for B > 70 T, which probably signals the proximity to spin freezing. For p  0.21, both the weak field induced softening (h,i) and the field dependence of 1/T 1 (d) stop at about 40 T, a field value consistent with the upper critical field B c2 (Fig. S10 ). The field dependence below 40 T is explained by the suppression of superconductivity in both cases.
Fig. S10. Estimation of B c2 from transport measurements.
The upper critical field B c2 can be estimated by interpolation of the vortex melting line down to T = 0, as it has been done in YBCO (45) Table S1 . T c , T st and hole doping of NMR and US samples.
For all US samples T c was detected as a change of slope in the temperature dependence of the mode (c 11 -c 12 )/2 (see Fig. S3 ), except for p = 0.168 where it was better resolved in the longitudinal mode c 11 . US sample with doping p = 0.148 features an anomalously low T c for such doping. However, this fact does not seem to affect the magnetic properties of the sample which appear to be characteristic of doping p ≈ 0.15. Indeed, the temperature and field scales for the spin freezing of this US sample are very similar to the p = 0.148 NMR sample, which features T c = 36 K.
